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Listening Tips to Handle 
Work-Related Problems 
We’ve all been challenged to listen effectively when someone 
approaches you with a problem. In these situations, it’s key 
that you stay engaged. When a person approaches you with a 
problem, listen to what he or she tells you, and then rephrase 
the problem. Get to know your colleagues and how you or other 
colleagues can best help them. Be understanding and truly listen 
to what the person is saying. Don’t get caught up in mental or 
emotional filters; try your best to be an effective listener. Be aware of your body language and 
adjust it if necessary. Notice the body language of the other person as it will give you insight 
into what he or she is really trying to say. After you and the person finish talking about the 
problem, summarize what’s been said and agree on steps to move forward.

Your desk may look like a war zone, 
but it isn’t cheap to keep it that way. 
Although not readily visible, there 
are financial costs to a cluttered desk. 
Consider the following: 

1)  Time lost from searching for 
buried or scattered materials. 

2)   The expense of recreating or 
duplicating materials. 

3)  The delay or failure to act on 
forgotten written requests 
from management. 

4)  Fatigue from searching, reaching, 
and digging for information and 
experiencing frustration. 

5)  Working on urgent matters as they 
appear during the workday, rather 
than on important tasks that 
aren’t visible.

6)  Negative self-talk from feeling 
disorganized.

7)  Adverse respiratory effects from 
dust, if susceptible.

Cost of a Cluttered DeskIt’s Time to Think Positive
Picture a rose bush in full bloom. What did you notice first – 
the roses or the thorns? A rose bush has plenty of both, but if 
you focused on the roses and overlooked the thorns, you were 
thinking positive. Thinking positive is a choice. 
It’s a decision to appreciate the roses in your life (loved ones, 
favorite activities and relaxing moments) while letting go of the 
thorns (stresses, disappointments and losses). This doesn’t mean 
pretending to be happy when you’re not. If you are upset, it’s 
important to face your feelings and talk about it. Thinking positive means choosing to 
fill your mind with positive thoughts. Your reward will be a calmer, more hopeful attitude.

When Grief is Complicated
Grief is the emotional reaction we have when we suffer a loss 
of someone or something that is meaningful to us. While 
we mostly use the term to refer to the loss of a loved one, 
we can experience grief in other ways. There is no “normal” 
way to grieve – everyone processes grief differently. Potential 
symptoms of grief include:

If you feel you are “stuck” in your grief or if you observe a friend or relative who experiences 
significant life disruption due to prolonged sadness, professional assistance is the best option.

■ Nightmares, sleep disruption
■ Feelings of hopelessness
■ Intense feelings of guilt
■ Physical distress or illness

■ Extreme anger
■ Ongoing disinterest in life
■ Escape behaviors such as 
increased use of alcohol or drugs


